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Abstract

Computational molecular biology has emerged as one of the most
exciting interdisciplinary fields, riding on the success of the ongoing
Human Genome Project, which culminated in the 2001 announcement
of the complete sequencing of the human genome. It is only in the
past few years that it has been shown that a large number of molecu-
lar biology problems can be formulated as combinatorial optimization
problems, including sequence alignment problems, genome rearrange-
ment problems, string selection and comparison problems, and protein
structure prediction and recognition. This paper provides a detailed
description of several interesting molecular biology problems that can
be formulated as combinatorial optimization problems and surveys the
most efficient state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms to exactly or
approximately solve them.
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1 Introduction

Since 1986 and birth of the Human Genome Project, there has been increased
scientific research activity devoted to molecular biology and to the understand-
ing the interactions among the various systems of a cell, including interactions
of DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis.

Before the 1980s there was a clear limit among competence and application
fields of molecular biology and affine disciplines, such as genetics and biochem-
istry. Instead, in modern biology a growing interest is devoted to communica-
tion and scientific interaction among researchers in affine disciplines, starting
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from the observation that a molecule is a chemical substance and that study-
ing the metabolism cannot leave aside molecular processes that control it at a
genetic level. In the last two decades, research activities in molecular biology
have started having an intersection with the interests of even non-biological
disciplines, such as computer science and physics. The main contribution of
computer scientists is in the design and implementation of correct and efficient
methods to elaborate a huge amount of collected experimental data ([1, 29]),
while with the help of physicists it is possible to better study molecules and
their three-dimensional structure.

Only in the past few years optimization models have been analyzed and
proposed by the operations research community showing that a large number of
molecular biology problems can be formulated as combinatorial optimization
problems. A fundamental remark made by researchers in molecular biology
regards the abstraction of the real three-dimensional structure of DNA and
its representation as a unidimensional sequence of characters from an alpha-
bet of four symbols. The same type of assumption involves also the protein
represented as a sequence of characters from an alphabet of twenty symbols.
As a result of the linear coding of DNA and proteins, many molecular biology
problems have been formulated as computational and optimization problems
involving strings and sequences, such as, for example, to rebuild long DNA
sequences starting from overlapping fragments (fragment assembly), to com-
pare two or more sequences looking for their similarities (strings coding the
same function), to look for patterns that occur with a certain frequency in
DNA and/or protein sequences. In particular, optimization and mathematical
programming techniques have been already applied to solve several molecular
biology problems, including sequence alignment problems, genome rearrange-
ment problems, string selection and comparison problems, and protein struc-
ture prediction and recognition. An exhaustive survey can be found in a recent
paper of Greenberg, Hart, and Lancia [11].

The scope of this paper is to provide a detailed description of several in-
teresting biological system problems that can be formulated as combinatorial
optimization problems. Special emphasis will be given to the mathematical
formulation of the problems and to efficient mathematical programming meth-
ods, approximation and heuristic algorithms that can be applied to solve them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 sequence
alignment problems are described. Properties and solution approaches for
genome rearrangement problems and string selection and comparison problems
are discussed in Section 3 and in Section 4, respectively.
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2 Sequence alignment problems

Many real-world systems and phenomena are often represented by strings and
sequences of symbols, such as spins in magnetic unidimensional systems, or
sequences of bits in recording and transmission of digital data. The scope of
analyzing a sequence of symbols is to extrapolate from it the information that
it carries, i.e. its properties and characterization. In the field of molecular
biology, DNA and RNA sequences have an immediate and intrinsic interpre-
tation as sequences of symbols and, in this case, one could be interested in
finding the specific activity of some of their pieces. In more detail, since a fun-
damental remark made by researchers in molecular biology claims that similar
biological primary structures correspond to similar activities, techniques that
compare sequences are used to get information about an unknown sequence
from the knowledge of two or more already studied sequences. Comparing
genomic sequences drawn from individuals of different species consists in de-
termining their similarity or distance and is one of the fundamental problems
in molecular biology. In fact, such comparisons are needed to identify not only
functionally relevant DNA regions, but also spot fatal mutations and evolu-
tionary relationships. To compute the similarity among protein and amino
acid sequences is in general a computationally intractable mathematical pro-
gramming problem1. The concept itself of similarity has no unique definition.
Proteins and DNA segments can be considered similar in several different as-
pects. In fact, they can have a similar structure or can have similar amino acid
primary sequence. Given two linearly ordered sequences, one evaluates their
similarity through a measure that associates to a pair of sequences a number
related to the cardinality of subsets of corresponding elements in each (align-
ment). The correspondence must be order-preserving, i.e. if the i-th element
of the first sequence s corresponds to the k-th element of the second sequence
t, no element following i in s can correspond to an element preceding k in t.

An interesting paper appeared in 1994 by Gusflied et al. [13] underlines the
difficult task of providing a unique definition of similarity and distance among
sequences. The authors observe that in DNA and amino acid sequences there
is considerable disagreement about how to weight matches, mismatches, in-
sertions/deletions. Therefore, they propose to study the so called parametric
sequence alignment problem which consists of computing the optimal valued
alignment between two sequences as a function of variable weights for matches,
mismatches, spaces, and gaps. The goal is to partition the parameter space
into regions (which are necessarily convex) such that in each region one align-
ment is optimal throughout and such that the regions are maximal for this

1A computationally intractable mathematical programming problem P is an optimization
problem such that no polynomial time method able to find an optimal solution for P is
known.
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property. In their paper, Gusflied et al. studied first the structure of this con-
vex decomposition, and then the complexity of computing the decomposition.
They have shown that for the special case where only matches, mismatches,
and spaces are counted, and where spaces are counted throughout the align-
ment, the decomposition is simple and leads to at most n

2
3 . Moreover, the

computational complexity needed to compute the decomposition is O(knm),
where k is the actual number of regions, and n < m are the lengths of the two
strings.

In the following two subsection, the state-of-the-art methods will be sur-
veyed for the pairwise and multiple alignment problems, respectively.

2.1 Pairwise alignment problem

A genomic sequence can be represented as a string over an alphabet Σ whose
elements are either the four nucleotide letters or the twenty letters correspond-
ing to the amino acids. The simplest and computationally tractable family of
alignment problems consists in aligning two sequences s and t (pairwise align-
ment) that are assumed to be of the same length2. This family of problems can
be divided into two categories: global and local alignment. When looking for a
global alignment, the problem consists in aligning two sequences over their en-
tire length. In local alignment, instead one discards portions of the sequences
that do not share any homology. Most alignment methods are global, leaving
it up to the user to decide on the portion of sequences to be incorporated in
the alignment. Formally, the global pairwise alignment problem can be stated
as follows: Given symmetric costs γ(a, b) for replacing the character a with b
and costs γ(a,−) for deleting or inserting the character a, find a minimum cost
set of character operations that transform s into t. In case of genomic strings,
the costs are specified by the so called substitution matrices which score the
likelihood of specific letter mutations, deletions, and insertions. An alignment
A of two sequences s and t is a bi-dimensional array containing the gapped
input sequences in its rows. The total cost of A is computed by summing up
the costs for the pairs of characters in corresponding positions. An optimal
alignment A∗ of s and t is an alignment corresponding to the minimum total
cost denoted by d∗

A(s, t) and also called edit distance of s and t. An exact
solution of the problem can be found by applying a Dynamic Programming
method proposed in 1981 by Smith and Waterman [28]. Their algorithm has
polynomial computational complexity O(n2), where n denotes the length of
the input sequences3.

2This is not a restrictive assumption, since it is always possible to make two sequences
of the same length possibly inserting gaps, represented by the ’-’ character

3Denoting with n the size of the input, an algorithm has compu-
tational complexity O(g(n)) if the number f(n) of elementary opera-
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2.2 Multiple alignment problem

The problem of aligning a set {s1, s2, . . . , sk} of k sequences is a generalization
of the pairwise alignment problem and is called the multiple alignment prob-
lem, but contrary to the case of only two sequences, it is a computationally
intractable optimization problem. For the multiple sequences case, an align-
ment is a matrix having each gapped sequence in a row. An optimal solution
is an alignment A∗ corresponding to the minimum Sum-Of-Pairs (SP) score,
denoted by SP (A∗), in which the cost is computed by summing up costs of
symbols matched up at the same positions, over all the pairs in the sequences.
Formally, the SP-score of an alignment A is given by

SP (A) =
∑

1≤i<j≤k

dA(si, sj) =
∑

1≤i<j≤k

|A|∑
l=1

γ(A[i][l], A[j][l]),

where |A| is the alignment length, i.e. its number of columns. The compu-
tational intractability of the multiple alignment problem was proved in 1994
by Wang and Jiang [31]. In fact, a generalization of Smith and Waterman’s
dynamic programming algorithm has exponential computational complexity
given by O(2klk) and therefore it cannot be used to solve even small size in-
stances of the problem.

Particularly interesting are some observation reported in 1988 by Carrillo
and Lipman in [4], leading to further constraints of the problem that the
authors proved useful in reducing computation in the dynamic programming
method. In more detail, they showed how to establish a correspondence be-
tween a set of k sequences {s1, s2, . . . , sk} and a lattice L(s1, s2, . . . , sk) in the
k-dimensional space that consists of the k-dimensional hypercubes obtained
from the Cartesian product of k strings of squares. Each of these strings is as-
sociated to a particular sequence and has as many squares as characters in the
corresponding sequence. All hypercubes in the lattice form a k-dimensional
parallelepiped, whose corner corresponding to the first character of each se-
quence is called original corner, while the corner furthest from the original
corner is called end corner. Then, a path γ(s1, s2, . . . , sk) between the se-
quences {s1, s2, . . . , sk} is a connected broken line joining the original corner
to the end corner, where the segments of this broken line join vertices of the
lattice belonging to the same hypercube.

In their paper, the authors proposed a method to efficiently determine an
estimated path γ. Even if their approach is not guaranteed to always find
paths close in measure to an optimal one, the idea behind it is elegant and
very original.

tions that it performs is such that f(n) ∈ O(g(n)), where O(g(n)) =
{h(n) | there exist positive constants c and n0 s.t. 0 ≤ f(n) ≤ cg(n) ∀ n ≥ n0}.
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In 2000, Kececioglu et al. [15] proposed an alternative and more effective
method based on the maximum weight trace problem, which has been intro-
duced by Kececioglu [14] as a different optimization problem that generalizes
the SP-score objective function. A trace has a graph theoretic definition, but
in the following it will be specialized for alignments problems. Let us sup-
pose that k sequences have to be aligned having o1, o2, . . . , ok elements, re-
spectively. Then, a complete k-partite graph4 G = (V, E) can be defined,
where V = ∪k

i=1Vi (for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, Vi = {vi1, vi2, . . . , viok
} is the sub-

set of vertices of level i) and E = ∪1≤i<j≤kVi × Vj is the set of edges called
lines. A line [i, j] ∈ E is realized by an alignment A if i and j are put in
the same column of A and a trace T is a set of lines such that there exists
an alignment AT that realizes all the lines in T . Given weights wij associated
with the lines [i, j] ∈ E, the maximum weight trace problem (MWT) con-
sists in finding a trace T ∗ corresponding to the maximum total weight. Let
E = {(vih, vir) | i = 1, . . . , k, 1 ≤ h < r ≤ oi} be the set of directed arcs
connecting each element vir (i = 1, . . . , k) to the elements that follow it in the
sequence si, then Kececioglu et al. [23] have shown that a trace T must satisfy
the following proposition:

Proposition 2.1 T is a trace if and only if there is no directed mixed cycle5

C in the graph G = (V, T ∪ E).

The property of a trace T stated by Proposition 2.1 is important since it has
been used to mathematically formulate the maximum weight trace problem.
In fact, by defining a Boolean variable xij for each line [i, j] ∈ E, the problem
admits the following 0/1 integer programming formulation:

max
∑

[i,j]∈E

wijxij

s.t. ∑
[i,j]∈C∩E

xij ≤ |C ∩ E| − 1 ∀ C in G, (a)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀[i, j] ∈ E. (b)

Mixed-cycle inequality constraints (a) have been used by Kececioglu et al.

4A graph G = (V, E) is said complete if E contains an edge connecting each pair of vertices
in V . A k-partite graph G = (V, E) is a graph whose vertices set V can be partitioned
into k sets, V1, V2, . . . , Vk, and whose edges set E ⊆ ∪1≤i<j≤kVi × Vj . If a k-partite graph
G = (V, E) is complete, then E = ∪1≤i<j≤kVi × Vj .

5A cycle in a graph G = (V, E) is a sequence of vertices [v1, v2, . . . , vm] such that m ≥ 1,
[vi, vi+1] ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , m−1, v1 = vm, and except for the first and the last vertex there
are no repeated vertices. A directed mixed cycle is a cycle containing both directed arcs
(elements of E) and undirected edges (lines of T ), in which the arcs are crossed according
to their orientation, while the edges can be crossed in either direction.
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who in [15] proposed a branch-and-cut algorithm6 that was the first to find
an optimal alignment for a set of 15 proteins of about 300 amino acids. How-
ever, it has been shown experimentally that it is not suitable for aligning
sequences longer than a few hundred characters. Given the high computa-
tional complexity of multiple sequence alignment problems, to deal with long
sequences several polynomial time approximation and heuristic methods have
been designed and proposed in the literature. In the operations research com-
munity, an approximation method finds a suboptimal solution providing an
approximation-guarantee on the quality of the solution found. An algorithm
Alg for a minimization problem is said to be an approximation algorithm if the
worst solution returned by Alg is not greater than ε times the best solution,
for ε > 1. In this case, ε is called the approximation guarantee of the proposed
algorithm. Such approximation algorithms are important for intractable com-
binatorial optimization problems, since they are in a sense the best that can be
done to give a guarantee of quality for the returned solution. A vast literature
on approximation algorithms has been developed in the last decade, and good
starting points are the books [5] and [30]. Nevertheless, sometimes it is prefer-
able to approach and solve the problem heuristically, especially in the presence
of large scale problem instances. A heuristic approach finds a suboptimal solu-
tion whose quality can be only experimentally verified and therefore in general
it is meaningful to apply it for solving optimization problems that are hard
even to approximate. One among the most effective approximation methods
for multiple alignment problems is due to Gusfield [12] who in 1993 proposed
an iterative technique that progressively builds an alignment by considering
one sequence at time. It starts by building a star7 having a node for each of the
k sequences. One of these nodes is selected as center. The procedure then uses
the tree as a guide for aligning the input sequences. In more detail, denoting
by sc, c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the sequence selected as the center of the star, Gusfield’s
algorithm first computes k − 1 pairwise alignments Ai, one for each sequence
si, i �= c, aligned with sc such that each Ai corresponds to the edit distance
between the pair (si,sc). The k−1 alignments can be then merged into a single
alignment A(c), by simply putting in the same column two characters if they
are aligned to the same character of sc. Note that, in A(c) each sequence si

6A branch-and-cut algorithm belongs to the branch-and-bound algorithms family. A
branch-and-bound algorithm is based on the idea of intelligently enumerating all the feasible
solutions of a combinatorial optimization problem by successive partitioning of the solution
space. Branch refers to this partitioning process, while bound refers to bounds on the
objective function value that are used to construct a proof of optimality without exhaustive
search.

7A tree is a connected and acyclic graph and a star is a tree with at most one node
(center of the star) which is not a leaf.
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remains optimally aligned with sc, i.e.

dA(c)(si, sc) = dAi
(si, sc), ∀ i = 1, . . . , k, i �= c. (1)

Therefore, it is possible to write

dAi
(si, sc) = d(si, sc), ∀ i = 1, . . . , k, i �= c, (2)

neglecting the specific alignment the edit distance d is referred to. Moreover,
by assuming that the cost function γ is a metric over the alphabet Σ, the
distance is a metric defined over the set of sequences and therefore triangle
inequality holds, i.e.

dA(c)(si, sj) ≤ d(si, sc) + d(sj, sc), ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , k, i �= j �= c. (3)

Let I be a generic multiple sequence alignment problem instance and let SP ∗
I

and ŜP I be the optimal objective function value and the objective function
value corresponding to the suboptimal solution found by Gusfield’s algorithm,
respectively. Then, in [12] Gusfield proved that ŜP I ≤ (2 − 2

k
)SP ∗

I , for any
instance I. In 1999, Wu et al. [32] generalized Gusfield’s method to use any
tree and not only stars, preserving an approximation guarantee of 2.

To solve real instances of the multiple sequence alignment problem, any
method requires a huge amount of computer memory. Recently, in [16] Korf
and Zhang presented a new algorithm that reduces the space complexity of
heuristic search compared to state-of-the-art algorithms. This target is achieved
by improving a classical technique to find an optimal global alignment of sev-
eral DNA or amino-acid sequences that consists in finding a lowest-cost corner-
to-corner path in a k-dimensional grid. In fact, in [16] the authors proposed
an original way to save computer memory by storing only a subset of the used
data structures designing an algorithm that reduces the memory requirement
from O(nk) to O(nk−1), where n is the length of the sequences.

2.3 Open questions

One basic open question regarding multiple alignment problems is whether
there exists any algorithm with approximation guarantee better than 2. An-
other interesting question about large scale instances of this family of molecular
biology problems regards the applicability of heuristic and metaheuristic tech-
niques. Metaheuristics are a class of methods commonly applied to subopti-
mally solve computationally intractable combinatorial optimization problems.
The term metaheuristic derives from the composition of two Greek words: meta
and heuriskein. The suffix ”meta” means ”beyond”, ”in an upper level”, while
”heuriskein” means ”to find”. In fact, metaheuristics are a new family of algo-
rithms that tries to combine basic heuristic methods in higher level frameworks
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aimed at efficiently exploring the set of feasible solution of a given combina-
torial problem. They include but are not restricted to Tabu Search, Genetic
Algorithm, GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure), Sim-
ulated Annealing, and Iterated Local Search. It has to be underlined that
until now there is not yet a commonly accepted definition for the term meta-
heuristic. Osman and Laporte [22] in their metaheuristics bibliography define
it as:

A metaheuristic is formally defined as an iterative generation pro-
cess which guides a subordinate heuristic by combining intelligently
different concepts for exploring and exploiting the search space,
learning strategies are used to structure information in order to
find efficiently near-optimal solutions.

For general alignment problems, besides a genetic algorithm8 proposed by
Notredame and Higgins in 1996 [21], very little effort has been put forth along
this line of research.

3 Genome rearrangement problems

Genome rearrangement problems consist in finding similarities and diversities
among genomes of different species. Solving this type of problems is needed in
several different contexts, such as for example to get useful information when
validating new drug tests. Conversely to DNA sequences, there is no general
efficient algorithm to compare two genomes. In principle, it is possible to con-
sider a genome as a very long string (3 billion letters in humans) and use any
sequence alignment algorithm described in Section 2. Nevertheless, the time
required would be too excessive. More importantly, only insertions, deletions,
and mutations of single nucleotides would be recognized, while rearrangements
of long DNA regions of a chromosome occurring during evolution would not be
considered, such as for example inversion (occurring when a DNA fragment is
removed from its original position and reinserted in the same position, but in a
reverse orientation), transposition (occurring when a DNA fragment is removed
from its original position and reinserted in a different position, but preserving
the same orientation), and translocation (occurring when the positions of two
DNA fragments are exchanged between the ends of two chromosomes). Since
these evolutionary changes involve long strings, in this type of problem the
basic unit to be compared is the gene rather than the nucleotide. Given two

8As most of the metaheuristic approaches, a genetic algorithm is a stochastic local search
procedure that finds suboptimal solutions to computationally hard combinatorial problems.
The main characteristic of a genetic framework is that in trying to find good quality solution
it simulates the evolutionary process of biological species.
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genomes represented as two sets of ordered lists of genes, the general genome
comparison problem as defined by Sankoff et al. in [26] consists in finding the
minimum number of evolutionary events required to turn one of the genomes
into the other. Unfortunately, it is still an open problem the development
of mathematical models and efficient algorithms for the general problem. In
fact, up to now researchers have only focused their attention on some specific
evolutionary event alone, showing that these special cases are already compu-
tationally intractable. One among these difficult special cases of the general
problem is known as the sorting by reversal problem, where the objective is
to find the minimum evolutionary distance (or, equivalently, the number of
common genes) between two genomes evolved by reversals only.

By numbering each of the n common genes with a label in {1, 2, . . . , n},
two genomes π = (π1 · · · πn) and σ = (σ1 · · · σn) are simply permutations
of the elements {1, 2, . . . , n}. Since it is always possible to rearrange and
relabel the elements in a genome representation, we can assume without loss
of generality that σ is the identity permutation ι. Therefore, the sorting by
reversal operation reduces to sorting π, i.e. transforming it into ι.

Given two indices i and j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, a reversal ρij is an
operation that reverses index positions from i to j, i.e.

ρij = (1 · · · i − 1 j j − 1 · · · i + 1 i j + 1 · · · n)

and when applied to a permutation π, it transforms π into the permutation

(π1 · · · πi−1 πj πj−1 · · · πi+1 πi πj+1 · · · πn).

It is easy to verify that each permutation can be obtained by applying a cer-
tain number of reversals to the identity permutation ι. In other words, any
permutation π can be always expressed as

ι r1 · · · rk,

where each rl, l = . . . , k, is a reversal operation. The minimum K such that
π = ι r1 · · · rK is said to be the reversal distance of π and is denoted by
d(π). Therefore, the sorting by reversal problem consists in finding d(π) and
a sequence of reversals such that π = ι r1 · · · rd(π).

Successful mathematical programming approaches for this problem are de-
scribed by Caprara et al. in [2, 3].

4 String selection and comparison problems

String selection and comparison problems belong to the more general molecular
biology class of problems known as sequences consensus, where a finite set of
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sequences is given and one is interested in finding their consensus, i.e. a new
sequence that agrees as much as possible with all the given sequences. In other
words, the objective is to determine a sequence called consensus, because it
represents in some way all the given sequences. The idea of representation and
of being consensus can be related to several different objectives listed in the
following9:

i. the consensus is a new sequence whose total distance from all given
sequences is minimum (closest string problem);

ii. the consensus is a new sequence whose total distance from all given
sequences is maximum (farthest string problem);

iii. the consensus is a new sequence far from most of the given sequences
(far from most string problem).

Biological applications of computing distance/proximity among sequences
occur mainly in two varieties. Some require that a region of similarity be
discovered, while other applications use the reverse complement of the region,
such as designing probes or primers. One possible application arises in creating
diagnostic probes for bacterial infections. Given a set of DNA sequences from
a group of closely related pathogenic bacteria, the task is to find a substring
that occurs in each of the bacterial sequences (as close as possible) without
occurring in the host’s DNA. Probes are then designed to hybridize to these
target sequences, so that the detection of their presence indicates that at least
one bacterial species is likely to be present in the host. Another biological
application related to string selection and comparison problems is related to
discovering potential drug targets. Given a set of sequences of orthologous
genes from a group of closely related pathogens, and a host (such as human,
crop, or livestock), the goal is to find a sequence fragment that is more con-
served in all or most of the pathogens sequences but not as conserved in the
host. Information encoded by this fragment can then be used for novel an-
tibiotic development or to create a drug that harms several pathogens with
minimal effect on the host. All these applications reduce to the task of find-
ing a pattern that with some error occurs in one set of strings (closest string
problem) and/or does not occur in another set (farthest string problem). The
far from most string problem can help to identify a sequence fragment that
distinguishes the pathogens from the host, so the potential exists to create a
drug that harms several but not all pathogens.

9Many further different objectives can be defined, such as for example the consensus as
a distinguishing substring s of length L that distinguishes the ”bad genes sequences” from
the ”good genes sequences”. In this case, a class of specular type of problems is defined as
Distinguishing (Sub)string Selection Problems. For sake of brevity, this family of problems
is not surveyed in this paper.
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Computational intractability of the general sequences consensus problem
was first proved in 1997 by Frances and Litman [10] and in 1999 by Sim and
Park [27]. For most consensus problems, Hamming distance is used instead
of editing distance and biological reasons justifying this choice are very well
described and motivated by Lanctot et al. in [17]. Apart from the distance
definition, this class of problems are a further important example of molecu-
lar biology problems that are in essence combinatorial optimization problems.
Subsequent subsections will be devoted to the description of their mathemati-
cal formulation and a new heuristic will be proposed for the far from the most
string problem in Subsection 4.3.1.

Throughout the remainder of this paper the following notation is used.

• an alphabet Ω = {c1, c2, . . . , ck} is a finite set of elements, called charac-
ters;

• s = (s1, s2, . . . , sm) is a sequence of length m (|s| = m) on Ω (si ∈ Ω, i =
1, 2, . . . , m);

• given two sequences s and t on Ω such that |s| = |t|, dH(s, t) denotes
their Hamming distance and is given by

dH(s, t) =
|s|∑
i=1

Φ(si, ti),

where Φ : Ω × Ω → {0, 1} is the predicate function such that

Φ(a, b) =

{
0, if a = b;
1, otherwise.

4.1 The closest string problem (CSP)

Given a finite set of sequences Σ = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} on Ω (si ∈ Ωm, i =
1, 2, . . . , n), the problem is to find a center string t ∈ Ωm such that the Ham-
ming distance between t and all other sequences in Σ is minimal; in other
words, t is a sequence to which a minimal value d corresponds such that

dH(t, si) ≤ d, ∀ si ∈ Σ.

The closest string problem can be formulated as an integer program. In fact,
let Vk be the set of characters appearing in position k in the sequences in Σ.

For each k = 1, 2, . . . , m and j ∈ Vk, let us define the following binary
variables:

xjk =

{
1, if j-th character in Vk is used in position k;
0, otherwise.
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algorithm lanctot-et-al({si}i=1,2,...,n)
1 Σ := {si}i=1,2,...,n;
2 return (s1);
end lanctot-et-al

Figure 1: 2-approximation algorithm for CSP.

Then, the CSP admits the following mathematical programming formulation:

min d
s.t. ∑

j∈Vk

xjk = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , m

m −
m∑

j=1

xsi
jj ≤ d, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

d ∈ N+, xjk ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, 2, . . . , m, ∀ j ∈ Vk.

This problem was first studied in the area of coding theory [25] and recently
has been independently proved computationally intractable by Frances and
Litman [10] and Lanctot et al. [17, 18].

The first approximation algorithm for the CSP was proposed by Lanctot
et al. in [18] with a worst case performance ratio of 2. It is a simple algorithm
that constructs an approximate feasible solution in a pure random fashion.
Starting from an empty solution, the algorithm selects at random the next
element to be added to the solution under construction (see Figure 1).

Better performance approximation algorithms proposed in the literature
are based on linear programming relaxation of previous integer programming
model10. The basic idea consists in formulating the problem as the integer
program above described, solving its linear programming relaxation, and using
the result of the relaxed problem to find an approximate solution to the original
problem. Following this line, Lanctot et al. in [18] also proposed a 4

3
(1 +

ε)-approximation algorithm (for any small ε > 0) that uses the randomized
rounding technique for obtaining an integer 0-1 solution from the continuous
solution for the relaxed problem. The randomized rounding technique works
by defining the value of a Boolean variable x ∈ {0, 1} to be x = 1 with a certain
probability y, where y is the value of the continuous variable corresponding to
x in the relaxation of the original integer programming problem. In 1999, Li et
al. in [19] used the rounding idea to design a polynomial time approximation
scheme (PTAS). A PTAS is a special type of approximation algorithm that,

10The linear relaxation Pr − c of an integer programming problem Pr is a continuous
problem obtained from Pr by relaxing the integer constraints of Pr decision variables that
in Pr − c are real.
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for each ε > 1, yields a performance guarantee of ε in polynomial time. Thus,
this can be viewed as a way of getting solutions with guaranteed performance,
for any desired threshold greater than one. The PTAS proposed in [19] is
also based on randomized rounding, that here is refined to check results for
a large (but polynomially bounded) number of subsets of indices. However,
since a large number of iterations involves the solution of a linear relaxation of
an integer program, the algorithm becomes impractical for any instance with
large strings.

4.2 The farthest string problem (FSP)

Given a finite set of sequences Σ = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, a problem complementary
to the CSP is that of finding a string t ∈ Ωm farthest from Σ. This type of
problem can be useful in situations such as finding a genetic sequence that
cannot be associated to a given number of species.

Like the CSP, the farthest string problem can be formulated mathemati-
cally as the following integer program:

max d
s.t. ∑

j∈Vk

xjk = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , m

m −
m∑

j=1

xsi
jj ≥ d, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

d ∈ N+, xjk ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, 2, . . . , m, ∀ j ∈ Vk.

The computational intractability of the FSP was demonstrated in 2003 in [18]
by Lanctot et al., who proved that the problem remains intractable even for
the simplest case where the alphabet has only two characters.

Despite its inherent computational intractability, it has be shown in [18]
that there is a PTAS for the FSP. The algorithm is based on the randomized
rounding of the relaxed solution of the above reported integer programming
formulation and uses the randomized rounding technique together with prob-
abilistic inequalities to determine the maximum error possible in the solution
computed by the algorithm. Note that, the mathematical formulation of FSP
is quite similar to the one used for the CSP, with only a change in the opti-
mization objective, and the inequality sign in the constraint

m −
m∑

j=1

xsi
jj ≥ d, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Thus, to solve the problem using an integer programming formulation one can
use similar techniques to that employed for the CSP.
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4.3 The far from most string problem (FFMSP)

A problem closely related to the farthest string problem is the far from most
string problem. It consists in determining a string far from most of the strings
in the input set Σ. This can be formalized by saying that given a threshold t,
a string s must be found maximizing the variable x such that

dH(s, si) ≥ t, for si ∈ P ⊆ Σ and |P | = x.

Despite the similarity, it can be shown [18] that the far from most string
problem is much harder than FSP to approximate, due to the approximation
preserving reduction to FFMSP from the Independent Set Problem, a classical
and computationally intractable combinatorial optimization problem.

Given theoretical computational hardness results, polynomial time algo-
rithms can yield only solutions with no constant guarantee of approximation.
In such cases, heuristic methods can be useful in determining good solutions
at least for a class of instances. A simple heuristic for the FFMSP has been
recently proposed by Pardalos et al. in 2005 [20]. It consists of the following
two phases.

• A construction phase, that iteratively builds a feasible solution s.

Initially,

– for each position j, compute the set Vj of characters appearing in
that position in any of the strings in Σ;

– for each character c ∈ Vj , compute the number of times that c
appears in the input on position j.

Then, for each position j ∈ {1, ..., m} a string s is iteratively built by
choosing the character in Vj that appears in the smallest number of
strings.

For each position j > 1, check the effect that assigning a character to
this position will have on previous assignments.

• A local search phase, that starting from s explores a suitable defined
neighborhood of s (a set of feasible solutions ”close” to s) until a local
optimum is found. More formally,

Definition 4.1 Let Pr be a combinatorial optimization problem and
let P be its (finite) set of feasible solutions. A neighborhood function is
any function N : P → 2P that to a solution x ∈ P associates a subset
N(x) ⊂ 2P of feasible solutions ”close” to x, accordingly to some defined
metric.

The subset N(x) is said neighborhood of x and each y ∈ N(x) is said
neighbor of x.
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algorithm iter-impr (c,x,N)
1 NoLocal := true;
2 while (NoLocal) do

/* exploration of the neighborhood N(x) */
3 if (∃ x̄ ∈ N(x) : c′x̄ < c′x, c′x̄ ≤ c′y, ∀ y ∈ N(x)) then
4 x := x̄;
5 else NoLocal := false;
6 endif
6 endwhile
7 return (x);
end iter-impr

Figure 2: Local search procedure iter-impr.

Any local search procedure takes as input an initial feasible solution x and
explores a suitable defined neighborhood of x looking for better solutions
in terms of objective function value. The simplest local search procedure
is known as iterative improvement and its pseudo-code for a minimization
problem is shown in Figure 2. Given a cost vector c and once defined a
neighborhood function N suitable for the problem to be solved, starting
from an initial solution x the iterative improvement procedure explores
N(x) looking for a better solution x. If such a solution exists, then the
search continues from x; otherwise, the procedure provides as output
the current solution x which is locally optimal respect to the defined
neighborhood.

Pardalos et al. [20] proposed a 2-exchange local search procedure, whose
basic step consists in randomly selecting a position j and changing it to
another character in Vj (at random). The authors show that it empiri-
cally improves the solution by making it a local optimum relative to this
type of transformation.

4.3.1 A GRASP heuristic

Recently, in [8] a GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure)
have been proposed to find high quality suboptimal solutions for the FFMSP.

GRASP is an iterative multi-start heuristic algorithm, successfully applied
to find good quality solutions to several computationally intractable combina-
torial problems and originally proposed in the literature by Feo and Resende
[6, 7]. For a comprehensive study of GRASP strategies and variants, the reader
is referred to the survey chapter by Resende and Ribeiro [24], as well as to the
annotated bibliography of Festa and Resende [9] for a survey of applications.

Generally speaking, GRASP is a randomized heuristic method that for a
certain number of iterations realizes two phases: a construction phase and a
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algorithm GRASP(MaxIterations)
1 for i = 1, . . . , MaxIterations do
2 Build a greedy randomized solution x;
3 x := LocalSearch(x);
4 if i = 1 then x∗ := x;
5 else if c′x < c′x∗ then x∗ := x;
6 endif
7 endfor;
8 return (x∗);
end GRASP

Figure 3: Pseudo-code of a generic GRASP for a minimization problem.

local search phase. The construction phase iteratively adds one element at a
time to a set that ends up with a representation of a feasible solution. At
each iteration, an element is randomly selected from a restricted candidate list
(RCL), whose elements are among the best ordered, according to some greedy
function that measures the (myopic) benefit of selecting each element. Once a
feasible solution is obtained, the local search procedure attempts to improve it
by producing a locally optimal solution with respect to some suitably defined
neighborhood structure. Construction and local search phases are repeatedly
applied. The best solution found is returned as approximation of the opti-
mal. Figure 3 depicts the pseudo-code of a generic GRASP heuristic for a
minimization problem.

The construction phase makes use of an adaptive greedy function, a con-
struction mechanism for the restricted candidate list, and a probabilistic selec-
tion criterion. The greedy function takes into account the contribution to the
objective function achieved by selecting a particular element. In the case of
the far from most string problem, it is intuitive to relate the greedy function to
the occurrence of each character in a given position. In fact, as in [20], for each
position j compute the set Vj of characters appearing in that position in any
of the strings in Σ and then, for each character c ∈ Vj, compute the number
of times that c appears in the input on position j. Starting from an empty
solution, at each construction iteration the choice of the next element to be
added to the partial solution is determined by ordering all candidate charac-
ters in a candidate list C with respect to the above defined greedy function.
The probabilistic component of the GRASP here proposed is characterized by
randomly choosing one of the best candidates in the list, but not necessarily
the top candidate. As in any GRASP heuristic, our construction procedure is
adaptive, because the benefits associated with every element are updated at
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each iteration of the construction phase to reflect the changes brought on by
the selection of the previous element. To realize the local search phase the
2-exchange algorithm is used as in [20].

In [8], the author reported the following observations about computational
results obtained by applying GRASP:

a) each heuristic was run a total of 200 times in the experiments;

b) the maximum number of GRASP iterations was set to 2000;

c) on all instances GRASP found a better quality solution and the im-
provement percentage varies from 10 to 16.67 percent in a slightly higher
amount of time as compared to the heuristic of Pardalos et al.

5 Conclusions and future directions

A large number of problems in molecular biology can be formulated as combi-
natorial optimization problems. In fact, the applicability of operations research
models and methods in molecular biology is a rapidly growing and fruitful area
in the cross section of several different scientific disciplines.

This paper provides a detailed description of several interesting biological
system problems that can be formulated as combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. Special emphasis has been given to their recently proposed mathematical
formulation and to efficient mathematical programming methods that can be
applied to solve them.

Nevertheless, still many topics of interest remain open for further research
in this area. Since most of these problems are computationally intractable, it
is unlikely that a practical and efficient algorithm that guarantees an optimal
solution within realistic and acceptable amount of time will be ever proposed.
Therefore, a fruitful research line would be towards the design of approximation
algorithms and metaheuristics.
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